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PREFACE

This paper, which was presented at the Third International
Conference on Management of Research, Development and Education
at the Technical University of Wroclaw in September 1 9 7 8 extends
the discussion of the Systems-Integrated Organized Technology
(S-IOT) approach, first enunciated by G.M. Dobrov in a paper to
the Academy of Management Annual Meeting at Orlando in 1 9 7 7 .

T h i s p a p e r was o r i g i n a l l y p r e p a r e d under t h e t i t l e "Modelling
f o r Management" f o r p r e s e n t a t i o n a t a N a t e r Research C e n t r e
(U.K. ) Conference on " R i v e r P o l l u t i o n C o n t r o l " , Oxford,
9 - 1 1 A s r i l , 1979.

MANAGEMENT OF TECHNOLOGICAL INNOVATIONS TOWARD
SYSTEMS-INTEGRATED ORGANIZED TECHNOLOGY
G. Dobrov, M. McManus, and A. Straszak

INTRODUCTTON
Recent work in systems analysis has introduced the importance
of "orgware" (OW) as a component of organized technology (G.M.
Dobrov, "A Strategy for Organized Technology" a paper delivered
at the Academy of Management Annual Meeting, Orlando, 1977). The
analysis of "orgware" along with the well-established technological components of hardware (HW) and software (SW) represents an
important new addition for analysis of technological systems.
This paper emphasizes the need to view technological systems in
the framework of HW-SW-OW interactions. These interactions are
seen as important aspects in the assessment and the management
of technological systems.
This view allows for the consideration of seven areas of
systems analysis within the framework of technological systems
(Figure 1 )

.

THE CONCEPT OF ORGANIZED TECHNOLOGY
The increasing social mission of science as a potential
and direct productive power is realized through the creation and
correct adaptation of new technological systems.
Through the perception of individuals, teams and institutions
dealing with the problems of technology creation and utilization,
technological advance faces a broad scale of national and international needs, and it manages to overcome the greatest of social
demands and constraints.
Applied systems analysis has come to be understood as efforts
directed toward the managerial problems of creation, transfer,
and mastering of new technologies which are urgently needed, and

SH - General purpose computer
HS - Microprocessor
OH - Office and communication managers
SO - Think tanks
OS - Operation research, system analyst, organization
SOH - Computer simulation, business games, M.I.S.
OS - Consulting companies
Figure 1.

HW-SW-OW framework.

for the future process of mutual substitution of components.
This is considered to be among the main factors for the further
development of mankind. In this sense, organized technology can
be viewed as a primary object of socially responsible management
in various national, regional and institutional contexts.
ORGWARE AS A SYSTEM DIMENSION OF ORGANIZED TECHNOLOGY
It should be appropriate at this point to define the construct
Orgware (OW)
O R G W A R E

A SET OF ORGANIZATIONAL ARRANGEMENTS,
SPECIALLY DESIGNED AND INTEGRATED USING
HUMAN, INSTITUTIONAL, AND TECHNICAL FACTORS
TO SUPPORT APPROPRIATE INTERACTION OF THE
TECHNOLOGY AND EXTERNAL SYSTEMS.
Experience gained during the last decade has made it clear
that as a rule it is not enough to have only a set of technical
means or even skilled staff. It has to be supplemented by special
organizational (in more general terms, socio-economic) innovations.
To prove the point we can recall lessons learned in connection
with many science and technological "shocks" or national and international difficulties in technology transfer.

For each modern technological system to achieve success it
urgently needs a specially designed organization to provide the
utilization of decision-makers' skills and the interaction of
this system with other systems of different natures.
On the macro level Orgware seizes a set of special economic
and legal regulations (a system of prices, taxes, stimuli and
constraints). On the operative level Orgware includes organizationstructural solutions, procedures for management, training of manpower, maintenance service and special ways of interacting with
other systems.
THREE DIMENSIONALITY OF ORGANIZED TECHNOLOGY:
COMPONENT INTERACTIONS
Figure 2 depicts differing conceptions of the relative roles
of technology, science and organization. Stage I shows a more
primitive view of science (S), technology (T) and organization
(0) as separate realms of activity. Stage I1 suggests another
view of technologically related developments and activity; hardware (HW) and software (SW) are somewhat integrated, yet together
remain essentially unintegrated with knowledge of organization
and management (OR/Man). Stage I11 shows the integration of
HW-SW-OW as a model for understanding organized technological
systems. In our studies of the computer industry, for example,
this Stage I11 view has replaced earlier conceptions of computer
systems with nnly HW-SW interqction. Many experts now view orgware aspects as something not outside the technology, but something
intrinsic as well. This understanding produces a conception of
a given technological system as an essentially three-dimensional
technological entity (Figure 3).

Figure 2.

Differing stages of viewing t\echnological systems.

Figure 3.

The space of a three-dimensional technological
system.

The range of possible elements in a given technological
system can be quite extensive. Figure 4 illustrates some of the
various elements in a "structural tree of systems technology".
Some classic examples of the hardware, software and internal
structure of orgware are depicted. Of primary importance, however,
is the question of element interaction. What is the internal
structure of an organized technological system? And how might
we formulate a framework for analysis of "advanced" technological
systems?
Figure 5 depicts three components (HW, SW, OW) of a technological system with several specific elements in each component.
An important element of the hardware component, for example, is
"machinery and facilities". An element in this example for the
hardware-orgware sector is "engineering support for monitoring".
This element of interaction between the components of hardware
and orgware is crucial to the system and, for a conventional type
of an organized technological system, this element may be quite
common.
Figure 6 shows the same system but with the addition of more
elements from each HW, SW, OW component and elements which are
combined HW-SW, HW-OW and SW-OW elements. These examples are

ORGWARE (OW)

Figure 5.

A conventional technological system.

Hardware, Software, Orgware Interactions in Systems-Integrated Organization Technology. (S-IOT)
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Configuration of S-IOT

ones which have been specially designed to interact in a mutually
supporting manner. Unlike the simpler, conventional system
(Figure 5 ) , this system is more complex and has been more carefully designed with qualities of "systems integration". The
construct of "Systems-Integrated Organized Technology" is thus
appropriate for more advanced technological systems and is defined
broadly as follows:
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A technology option consisting of a comprehensive set
of primary components (hardware, software, orgware)
the model of operation of which is characterized by
mutually supporting elements, interacting to achieve
a defined purpose.

The creation of a S-IOT condition is not an easy task. The
construct suggests immediately that we are dealing with advanced
levels of system interaction. Figure 6 includes, for example,
advanced hardware elements (computing devices), advanced software
(programs, algorithms, etc.) and special orgware arrangements
(organizational framework). Other elements include mini-computers,
communication networks, flow design and even special arrangements
relating to issues external to the system, i.e. prices, taxes,
incentives. At the center of this diagram are the system elements
(management information system and flexible manufacturing system)
which ultimately involve the interaction of hardware, software,
and orgware technological components. These elements, products
of the three-way interaction, require an advanced level of design
planning, decision making and coordination in the system and as
such are the products and essential elements of a "S-IOT" system.
Not only are the elements comprehensive and advanced, but
also they are carefully designed and put together so as to be
mutually supportive to integrated system functioning and overall
system cohesiveness. These system qualities are seen as facilitative to the overall accomplishment of a system's technological
function or purpose.
S-IOT AND OTHER CURRENT APPROACHES:
SYSTEM " INTEGRATION"
The concepts of system integration and three-dimensional technology (HW-SW-OW) are not completely novel approaches. Current
work in this area is important for understanding the S-IOT formulation, and some similarities can be seen.

"System integration" has been discussed and researched by
Lawrence and Lorsch in several industrial studies. Their emphasis
has been primarily to view integration as an important quality and
a process within organizations. Their conceptual and operational
approach focuses on organizational structure, inter-group relations,
task structure, individual psychological differences and several
other aspects of what generally might be called a social-psychological-structural emphasis. Integration as an organizational
quality is expressed in terms of cooperation, collaboration,
consistency, "smooth interfacing" of organizational components,
and is a positive feature of organizational system behavior.
Although Lawrence and Lorsch have dealt with task issues, we see
their work falling within the software-orgware realm of our framework. The work of Perrow also deals with software-orgware issues.
His conception of technology derives from a task-information
notion and relies on a psychological emphasis.
In contrast, the work of Hickson, Pugh and Pheysey ( 1 9 6 9 )
relies on a predominantly hardware-orgware approach to the study
of technological interactions. They have, for example, derived
three technological subsystems quite close to the HW-SW-OW framework. In their comparative study of 77 industrial organizations
they identified three separate technological areas: "operations",
"materials1',and "knowledge" technology. This approach centers
on the central variable, "workflow integration" which includes
various aspects of machine, method, and task structure. The wellknown Tavistock empkcisis on socio-technical systems also integrates
two basic realms of systems--the social and the "technical" or task
related aspects. Galbraith and others who have used the "information-processing" approach stress the notion of integrating task,
structural and human-psychological aspects into system design.
This work in the organizational design field suggests a strong
precedence in orientation to system integration as an important
concept for systems, and a strong reliance on two or three dimensional models of the technological systems which are integrated
into cohesive work processes.
THE PLACE AND ROLE OF THE ORGWARE AND S-IOT
CONCEPTS AMONG ORGANIZATIONAL THEORIES
What are the place and role of the orgware concept and S-IOT
among existing theoretical approaches? Of course, many "organizational theories" and models exist in the literature, and we have
included several of the major ones in Figure 7. This figure shows
five areas of focus or "objects of analysis", the various organizational means used to deal with them and the respective branches of
organizational theory to which they correspond. The orgware construct plays a special role within this broad array of general
theoretical branches. Relating its place in this array to that
of other branches, it could be said that it fills a sequential
step. Decisions made, for example, which focus on operational
technology in a manufacturing process have important impacts on
other objects of analysis, i.e. manufacturing aspects, manpower
issues, plant organization and even industrial sector planning.
If decisions concerning the operational technology of a system
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are omitted or if insufficient attention is given to appropriate
integration of HW-SW-OW components, there will be likely adverse
effects on manufacturing process, plant and industrial levels.
S-IOT DESIGN IN WELL-KNOWN HISTORICAL CASES
Some attention and review has been given to several wellknown actual studies in which work processes were redesigned or
special organizational arrangements were designed. These reviews
have focused primarily in "socio-technical system" studies and
have suggested the importance of the various operational factors
of task and group structure, and other HW or SW factors (Cummings
and Thomas 1978 and Miller 1975). The authors suggest that
"orgware" is, in fact, an important primary component of technological systems in managerial experience, and that S-IOT can
be illustrated in an historical perspective. Figure 8 presents
several well-known historical examples in which:
1.

Specially designed organizational arrangements or
modifications were designed as part of

2.

a wholly integrated technological system or subsystem
with definitive hardware and software component interactions.

In each of these cases, the system design which led to
positive out~omeswas the change in the comprehensiveness of
technological component (SW-SW-OW) interactions. In fact, one
of the key factors was the purposeful inclusion and regard for
special organizational arrangements facilitative to the technological change.
The FMS (flexible manufacturing system) which is a class
of computer-aided manufacturing systems having multiple work
stations, direct numeric control (DNC) automated material handling,
and system control by computer with appropriate algorithms, is
an example which particularly illustrates the essential experiential manifestation of an S-IOT design (Gerwin and Hutchinson,
"FMS" working paper).
MANAGERIAL PERCEPTION AND CHOICE IN THE FRAMEWORK
OF THE S-IOT TECHNOLOGICAL OPTION
Why does S-IOT not take place automatically? And what explains differences in managerial knowledge or intuition concerning
choosing S-IOT design options for actual systems? In Gerwin and
Hutchinson's study of comparatTv3 FMS applications in the USA,
FRG and GDR, there is reference to this question
It appears that the S-IOT concept is not an obvious
choice option and that some managers and decisionmakers might somehow perceive and operate with a
knowledge of S-IOT and others might not. There certainly are many environmental factors involved in
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relating to the differences observed by Gerwin and
Hutchinson; however, looking from differing pysch0logical frameworks at FMS, may produce different
choice behavior which could have important consequences
in terms of technological system design or adoption
of existing S-IOT technology.
We are suggesting that managerial perception of technological
options, knowledge of S-IOT possibilities for design, and differing technological choice behaviors are likely interrelated
factors in various situations and at various levels. This perspective may suggest a possible link between S-IOT design concepts
and the reality of human decision-making in technological choice
situations.
Policy makers should, for example, not neglect the importance
of properly and appropriately designed technological systems.
Are some experts too influenced by HW-SW, or HW-SW
interactions alone?
This may be an important problem in system design which other
systems analysts have encountered as design "pitfalls". This
problem can be stated in the rather oversimplified, but largely
accurate statement that:
Hardware produces "sell" hardware
soft war^ produces "sell" software
Orgware produces "sell" orgware
Who "sells" S-IOT as design?
One answer'to the last question is that competent systems analysts
should and already do operate in a S-IOT perspective in most
cases. For some this is quite an accurate description of reality;
for many, however, the S-IOT emphasis (and purposeful inclusion
of OW) can be excluded.
S-IOT BENEFITS
We hypothesize that an advanced technological system, particularly large scale systems, e.g. large organizations, with
"S-IOT qualities" are probably attained or reached through differing managerial emphases. Figure 9 depicts several paths
leading to such a possible advanced system:

--

a path in which priorities are chosen in favor of growth
(vis a vis technological change) (e.g. "mass production
industry"

--

a path in which priorities are chosen in favor of technological change (vis a vis growth)(e.g. "science based
industry")

--

a general trend in which there are mixed orientations
to growth and technological change.

